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1. Introduction

In high energy e+e- interactions,  events from the reaction e+e- + ~‘-7~ can be

cleanly  and efficiently  selected  by exploiting their distinct event topology. It is therefore
possible  to make precise  measurements  of the topological  branching  fractions to tau decay
modes containing a specific  number  of charged particles. The current  world average
values for the topological  branching  fractions B, (n = 1,3,5,7) for the decays T- +

.
(n charged prongs)- + neutrals are listed in Table 1. Note that  the precision  of the
world average value for Br is about 1 in 300.

The one charged prong topological  branching  fraction must be equal to the sum of
branching  fractions for all exclusive  modes containing  one charged particle,  Br = c; B;.

This sum includes  modes which have been well measured such as 7- + e-fi,u,, T- +
~-v~v~, r- -+ T-v~, and r- -+ p-v~ (with branching  fractions B,, B,, B,, and B,

respe.ctively),  and modes that  are unmeasured  or very poorly measured  like 7- + ~~(2
37r”)vr and T- + 7r-(2 lq)(L 07r0)z+. The current  status of the one prong modes  is

summarized  in Table 2. Theoretical  predictions  from Ref. 2, updated  to include  new
experimental data and electroweak  radiative corrections’,  are also listed in Table 2. If

the theoretical  predictions  are used for the unmeasured  or poorly measured  modes, then
the difference  between Br and the sum of exclusive  one prong modes is Br - C; B; >
5.6. f 1.8%.  If the theoretical prediction  is substituted  for the experimental branching

fraction for T- -+ 7r-27r”v, (the mode in the sum with the largest  experimental error),
the difference  becomes  Br - C; B; > 6.3 f 1.3%,  nearly  a five sigma effect.

There  are 5 possible  causes of the discrepancy:  an error in one or more of the ex-

perimental branching fractions B;, an underestimate of one or more of the experimental
uncertainties  on the branching  fractions, correlated  errors between experimental measure-
ments  which are not properly  taken  into account  by the averaging procedure,  errors in
the theoretical  predictions, or the existence of one or more decay modes (perhaps  small)
which are not included  in the table. A combination  of several or all of these  factors may

contribute  to the discrepancy.

The discrepancy  has motivated  many new measurements  of tau decay properties.
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Figure 1 plots by year the number  of experimental publications of tau lifetime or branch-
. - ing fraction measurements ‘. Shortly after the discrepancy  was noticed2T4,  there was a

large increase  in the number  of published results. Experiments  at PEP and PETRA

contributed the bulk of these  measurements,  and the rate of new measurements  has
decreased  as analysis  of data from these experiments  is completed.

- - 2. Branching Fraction Measurements

In this section, a brief summary  of the status of many experimental branching fraction
measurements  relevant  to the 1 prong problem is presented.  Emphasis is given to results
published  within  the previous year.

Br : Since 1985, the HRS collaboration’s measurement  of Br (Ref. 5) has been the most
precise,  accounting for about  half of the weight  in the world average6. The collaboration
ha.s recently updated  their result  to include the full PEP data sample.  These two mea-
surements  are listed in Table 3.-The CELLO collaboration has published  the second most
precise  measurement  of Br which is also  listed (along with earlier  CELLO measureme&s)
in Table 3. All published  measurements  of Br are shown Figure 2. Most of the early
low center of mass energy measurements  are systematically  lower than the precise high
energy measurements. The average of the 9 independent  PEP/PETRA measurements

listed in Table 4 is 86.0 f 0.3% and has a x2 of 13.1 for 8 degrees  of freedom.  Assuming
Gaussian  errors,  the- probability of observing a larger x2 is 11%. Figure 3 shows  the
Particle Data  Group averages for Br from 1978  to 1988  along with the current  world
average. The new CELLO and HRS results  lower the 1988 world average of 86.6 f 0.3%
by 0.6%. Although  this is a 2 standard  deviation  change, it reduces the 1 prong deficit
by only about  10%. If an error in B1 is the major  source of the 1 prong deficit, then it
is a very significant  error indeed!

B,, BP : The Mark J collaboration has recently publishedI  an updated  value for B, of
17.4 f 1.0% based on 2197 events,  about twice the statistics  of their 1986 measurement13

(17.4 f 0.6 f 0.8%). The improved statistical error of the new measurement  has been
offset by an expanded  estimate  of the systematic  errors, resulting  in the same total error
(statistical  and systematic  errors added  in quadrature). Systematic  errors dominate  this
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measurement  with uncertainty  in the integrated luminosity  making  the largest  contribu-
- - tion. No other  recent  measurements  have been published.

There are 21 published  measurements  of B, and/or  B, which are from statistically
independent  experiments. Since  some measurements  make use of the constraint  on B,

and B, provided by /J - e universality  (B, = .973B,), a useful method to compare  and
average the various results  is to apply the universality constraint to all measurements  (see-- _

. Ref. 6). Figure 4 shows the constrained  electron  branching  fraction BL for all published
measurements.  Unlike  the B1 measurements,  all BL measurements  are consistent with
the current  world average (Be = 17.96 f 0.26%). Th is is also  consistent with the early
theoretical  predictions for B, (see section  5).

,‘.. .

$ The Argus collaboration has published l4 the first measurement  of BP from either
CESR or DORIS (21.5 f 0.4 f 1.9%) from a data sample containing  202,000 produced
tau pairs. The measurement  is dominated  by systematic  errors; the three largest are
from uncertainties  in acceptance  (1.7%), luminosity  (0.9%), and backgrounds  (0.4%),.

All experimental  measurements 14y15 of B, are plotted in Fig. 5. The Mark II col-
laboration has published  two measurements  from the same data set but using different
analysis  techniques. Although  both are shown in Fig. 5, only the measurement  with
smallest  errors is used in the world average with the other  seven measurements  yielding
-
BP.= 22.3 f 0.8%.

B,: There  are no recent  measurements  of B,. The current  world average of all published
measurements15 (shown  in Fig. 6) is & = 10.8 f 0.6%.

Other measurements:  There have been several other recent  measurements  of modes listed
in Table 1. Using its large tau sample,  the Argus  collaboration has published14  the most
precise  measurement  for the decay Q- + K*(892)y,  of BKe(892~ = 1.23 f 0.21~$%. The
collaboration has also published  several limits16 on modes containing 7’s including  the
most stringent limit on inclusive  77 production  in tau decay: B(T- + TX-V,) < 1.3%
at 95% confidence  level. It is extremely unlikely  that  decays containing 7’s are a major
source of the one prong discrepancy.



3. Experimental Systematic Errors

Many experimental  measurements  of tau branching  fractions are now dominated  by
systematic  uncertainties,  the most significant  example  being the ARGUS  B, measure-
ment discussed above. This section  discusses the impact of systematic  uncertainties  on
the one prong problem.  These results  are from a study by Martin Per1  and myself  which
is described  in more detail in Ref. 6.~-

To form world  averages of branching  fraction measurements,  the statistical error
gstat,i and systematic  error csYs,i of each experiment are added in quadrature, u” =

&t,i + 4ys,i* The weighted average B and error on the average 0 are calculated using

The -relative  importance  of statistical and systematic  errors in the average can be ex-
amined by forming  the error on the average using just the statistical  errors,  gstar =

Ei G$l-a7 and defining the systematic  contribution to the error to be gsYs = [a2 -
a$,,]*. Note that osYs  is not equal to [xi as2 .I-$.SYS,l The ratio of systematic  to statis-
tical errors in the world average for BL, B,, and B, is 1.0, 2.5, and 2.1 respectively.
Note that  for these  modes, which make up the bulk of the one prong branching  fraction
(1.973 *B; + B, + B, = 68.5 f 1.12%), the world averages are dominated  by systematic
uncertainties.

The averaging procedure  does not have a rigorous statistical foundation  when the
individual  experimental measurements  are dominated  by systematic  uncertainties,  since
many can only be roughly estimated by the experimenter and/or  have a distribution
which is unknown or only approximately  Gaussian.  The significance  of the discrepancy,
B1 - xi Bi > 6.3 f 1.3% (if theoretical values  are used for Bx-2*o), should not be
evaluated  assuming  the error distribution is Gaussian.

By looking at the scatter  of the individual  measurements  about  their average value,
the consistency of the individual  error assignments  can be tested. Figure 7 shows the

distribution of residuals,  defined  as 2; = (Bi - B)/[af - ~~13. For accurate  experiments
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having correctly specified Gaussian  errors, the residual distribution is a normal  distribu-
- tion of unit width and zero  mean. It is apparent  from the Fig. 7 that the measurements

are overconsistent; some experimental errors have been overestimated  and/or  some mea-

surements  are biased towards  the mean. By studying  the residual distribution when only
statistical  errors are used, there is clear evidence  for bias in the B, measurements  and
weak evidence  for bias in the others.

--.
Although  there are some problems in the experimental branching  fraction measure-

ments, I know of no reason to suspect  that any particular current  world average value  is
incorrect.  We are thus forced to look elsewhere for clues to the one prong problem.  In
the following two sections  we examine the tau lifetime measurements  and the attempts
at theoretically  predicting absolute  tau decay branching  fractions.

4. Status and Implications of Tau Lifetime Measurements

The JADE and TASS0  11 b t’co a ora ions have recently published  new measurements  of

the tau lifetime rr. All published results l7 for 7, are shown in Figure 8 and .listed m
Table 5. The world average value  is Tr = 3.027  f 0.078  . lo-13sec.  Assuming  r - p - e
universality,  & can be determined  from rr using18

which gives B, = 18.92 f .490/o.  The d’ff1 erence between this prediction and the world
average value for B, is 0.96 f 0.56%, a 1.7 standard  deviation  effect.  This hints that
perhaps B, is a bit low, although  the error is too large to draw any firm conclusion._
Furthermore, the relatively small  error on ?, is derived primarily  from the six most precise
experiments which contribute  about equal weight  to the average. These experiments have
comparable statistical  and systematic  errors (for 7,, gsys/~stat = 0.8) so the small  error
on ?-r results  from assuming the systematic  errors are independent  and can be averaged.
The total  error for ?r is smaller  than the systematic  error on any individual  experiment.

All the precise  experiments employ high precision  drift chambers  to measure  either

track impact parameters from 1 or 3 prong  tau decays or tau flight distances  from vertex
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reconstruction  of 3 prong decays. The measured distributions are fit using Monte Carlo
- - simulations  of the detector to calculate the expected distribution as a function of the tau

lifetime. Depending  on which method  is used, similar systematic  errors exist for each

experiment.

One source of common systematic  error in the lifetime measurements  is the idealized
vertex drift chamber model used in the Monte Carlo simulations.  These detectors  are--

-. often calibrated using events from the processes e+e-  + e+e-(r),  e+e- + p+p-(y),
and cosmic rays where the detected tracks are known to originate in a common vertex.
These events are plentiful,  simple,  and each track is well isolated  from other  tracks in the
detector as are tracks from 1 prong tau decays. However,  due to t4he large Lorentz  boost,
tracks from three prong tau decays pass through the detector near to each other.  The
fact that these detectors project  out the coordinate  parallel  to the beam axis increases
the track density.

For several reasons,  the performance  of these detectors  in dense track environments  is.w
worse  than that for isolated  tracks. For example,  crosstalk  can effect hit timing on nearby
tracks, or can generate  extra  background  hits not included in the Monte  Carlo model.
The efficiency  and error rate of the pattern recognition  program that assigns detected hits
to tracks worsen  as the track separation  becomes  small.  The degradation  of the spatial
resolution  from crosstalk not only directly degrades impact parameter resolution,  but
also further degrades-the  performance  of the pattern  recognition  program.  For reasons of
speed and simplicity,  these  programs usually assume that  the detector spatial resolution
function is approximately gaussian,  and hits from the (non-gaussian)  tails of the actual
resolution function may be unused, or incorrectly assigned to a nearby  track. Most of
the vertex detectors use single hit electronics so only the first hit on a wire  is detected.
Even when distinct  hits for each track are detected, incorrect assignments  can be made.

As examples  of the effects discussed above, in the Mark II experiment,  vertex detector
track fit x2 distributions for tracks from 3 prong tau decays indicate the effective  spatial
resolution  is 15% worse  than that  found in e+e-  + e+e- calibration  events.  In the
CLEO experiment,  the spatial resolution  in hadronic  events is about  15% worse than that
observed in the Bhabha calibration events.  The HRS experiment  has fit their observed
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single track chisquare  distribution in 3 prong tau decays to the sum of two chisquare
. - distributions:  one (of fraction 1 -f) using spatial  resolutions  determined  from calibration

events,  and one (of fraction f) having errors expanded  by the factor R. The fit yields

f = 0.61 f 0.03, and R = 1.43 f 0.03.

The incorrect assignment  of vertex detector hits in 3 prong tau decays causes a

systematic  increase  in the observed rr because  the reconstructed tracks are pulled closer--
together and appear  to originate from a decay vertex downstream of the actual decay
vertex. An illustration  of the systematic  increase  in observed decay length  caused by

incorrect hit assignmentlg is given in Fig. 9. This figure  plots the average decay length
for 3 prong 7 decays measured with the HRS detector, as a function of the number  of
vertex detector hits shared between the three  tracks. The effect is striking, and the
experimenters reject  decays if any vertex hits are shared.

The Mark II pattern  recognition  program does not allow hits to be shared between

tracks, but a similar effect can be observed by plotting the average decay distance &as
a function of track separation  as shown in Figure 10. Even though cuts on individual
track quality  have been applied,  for closely spaced tracks hit misassignment  occurs  which
causes 7 to increase.  The Monte Carlo simulations  also  include these  effects.  But if the

spatial resolution  in the detector model is too optimistic,  the simulation  of this effect
will  be underestimated resulting in a lifetime measurement  which is too large. Note that

simply  expanding  the spatial errors to force x2 distributions in data and Monte Carlo

model to agree does  not fully correct  for the bias due to misassigned  hits.

An additional systematic  error due to optimistic  Monte Carlo detector models,  which

tends to cause rT to be overestimated, exists for the impact parameter method.  The
impact parameter 6 is given by S = I . sin($) w here I is the tau decay distance, and
4 is the track angle to the tau direction  in the plane perpendicular  to the beam axis.

Tracks  from 3 prong decays with small  $ are more likely to be close to other tracks

and therefore  suffer  increased  hit misassignment  or hit inefficiency. Track quality  cuts

will  reject  a larger fraction of tracks with small  4 and therefore  small  S. If the track

quality cut efficiency  is lower in the data than in the idealized Monte  Carlo model,  then
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fewer  tracks with small  impact parameters  will be rejected in the simulation  causing the
- - measured  lifetime to be overestimated.

Each experiment assigns a systematic  error to account  for the known imperfections
in the Monte  Carlo model.  In the Mark II, HRS, and MAC decay length  method  mea-

surements  of rr, these  bias uncertainties  dominate  the total  systematic  error. But these
imperfections lead to errors which are of the same sign for all experiments. Averaging-- _

-. these  measurements  without  taking this correlation  into account  will  underestimate the
systematic  error. Thus, the difference between the world average value for B, and the
prediction from rr is less significant  than implied by the 1.7 standard  deviation  difference
obtained above. This example illustrates the potential  pitfalls of averaging measurements
where the systematic  error for each experiment  is at least  as large as the statistical error
on the average.

5. Theoretical Predictions for Be

Theoretical  considers  can in principle  provide guidance  towards the solution  of ‘fhe
1 prong problem.  Theoretical  predictions 2,3 for the largest  one prong decay modes are
given in Table 2. However,  these predictions  have been normalized  to the measured
leptonic branching ratios  because  of theoretical  uncertainties  in calculating  the decay
rates for some hadronic  modes. The experimental measurements  for B, and B, agree

well with the predictions. Note that  electroweak  radiative corrections  have recently been
calculated3  and are included  in the predictions  for B, and B, listed in Table 2. These
corrections  increase  previous estimates2  for B, by 2.36% (BP/B, = 1.26 instead  of 1.23)
and decrease  B, by 1.0% (B,/B,=.601 instead  of .607). One possible  explanation of_
the discrepancy  is that the world average values  for B, and B, are about  5% too low

(i.e., Be should be about 19%). Then the theoretical  predictions  for Be, BP, BP, and B,

would need to be increased  by about 5%. This would, at least  theoretically,  explain  the
discrepancy.  However,  it would mean that  the current  world averages for B,, B,, BP,

and B, are low by about 3, 2, 2, and 1 standard  deviations  respectively.

An accurate  and precise  theoretical  prediction  for Be would help considerably  to
clarify the 1 prong problem.  The first predictions  for heavy lepton branching  fractions
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were made before the tau was discovered,20 and for a sequential  heavy lepton of mass m,,
- - predicted B, to be about  20%. Perturbative  QCD calculations of B,_were  first done” in

1977, and predicted B, to be about 17 to 18%. In 1988, Braaten published22  a precise
prediction for B, (19.0 f 0.1%) b ased on a perturbative  QCD calculation to order ai.

Unfortunately, the next order term (cY~) turned  out to be very large and invalidated
this precise  prediction. 23 Although  the theoretical  calculations for B, are currently too

. imprecise-to  help disentangle  the one prong problem,  it may turn out that  measurements
of B, and rr will yield the most accurate determinations of the QCD parameter A,.3>24~25

6. Constrained Branching Fraction Measurements

Motivated  by the one prong problem,  four experiments  have simultaneously  measured
sets of tau branching fractions subject  to the constraint that  the branching  fractions sum
to 1. Although,  by definition,  these measurements  cannot  exhibit  the one prong problem,
by comparing  these results  to the unconstrained  measurements,  one can hope to uncover
clues to the origin of the discrepancy. .q

The PLUTO collaboration was the first to perform a constrained analysis,26 but it
suffered  from low statistics  and will  not be considered here. The TPC experiment27  used
a much larger data sample but did not measure photons.  The Mark II experiment28
used a tagging  technique where  tau pair events were selected  using one tau decay to
tag the event while the other  provided a relatively unbiased sample  for study. The
CELLO collaboration has recently announced results  of their analysis2’ in which they
analyze  their tau event sample in two ways: 1) each decay is constrained to be in one
of seven classes which approximately correspond to the exclusive  decay modes; and 2)
hecays  which have a low probability of being in any of the seven classes are rejected. We
consider  here only the results  of their first analysis.

Table 6 gives  the measured  values  of B1, B,, and B, for each constrained experiment,
their average, and the difference between these averages and the world averages listed in
Table 2. There is no evidence  that  most of the one prong discrepancy  is due to errors in
the world averages for B1, B, , or BP.

Table 7 gives  the measured branching  fractions of each constrained experiment  for
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the modes r- + hadron- (2 0 neutrals) Us and r- + hadron- (2 1 neutral) v~, their
-. _ averages,  and the difference between these  averages and the values from Table 2 used

in the sum of exclusive  1 prong modes. For these  modes, the constrained experiments

are consistent with each other, but tend to be larger than the appropriate  values  derived
from Table 2. This comparison  suggests but in no way proves  that one or more of the

world  averages for B(T- + p-z+) or B(T- -+ 7r-(27r”)vr),  or theoretical  limits for
. B(T - ~-n-(27r”)vr),  B(T- + T-(> 3n”)v,)  or B(T- --+ ~~(2 lq)(> 07r0)z+)  are too

small.  Unfortunately, no single experiment  has sufficient statistics  to make a definitive
statement.

7. Conclusions

After nearly  half a decade, the tau one prong discrepancy  remains  unresolved. Since

no single experiment has sufficient precision,  the discrepancy  is significant  only if world
averaged branching fractions are used. However,  averaging experiments which are dom-
inated by systematic  errors is an unreliable  procedure.  To solve  the problem,  new high
statistics  experiments are needed. But as some recent  tau branching  fraction measure- -
ments  have demonstrated, high statistics  by itself  is not sufficient;  the new experiments -
must be designed to minimize  systematic  uncertainties.
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Table 1. World average r topological  branching
fractions (from section  2 and Ref. 1).

Decay Mode World Average (%)

Bl 86.0 f 0.3
B3 13.9 f 0.3
B5 0.15 f 0.03
BZ < 0.019  90% C.L.

Table 2. Summary  of 7 l-Prong Branching Fractions (%).

Decay Mode Experiment Theory’

e-vu 17.7 f .4 18.0
p-vu 17.7 f .4 17.5
P-u 22.3 f .8 22.7
T-U 10.8 f .6 10.8
I<-(> 0 neutrals)u 1.71  f .29
1(*-u, I(*- + 7r-(2r” or KL) . . .6 f .l
7r-(27rO)u 7.4 f 1.4b 5 6.7 i .4
n-(2 3G)u < 1.4d
7r-(2 l?j)(> OwO)uC < 0.9 < .8

Sum of measured modes 78.2 f 1.8

Theoretical  limits
on unmeasured  modes

< 2.2

Sum of exclusive  modes < 80.4 f 1.8

Measured l-prongbranching  ratio 86.0 f .3

Difference > 5.6 f 1.8

‘Normalized to constrained  fit to euu and puu
measurements  assuming B, = .973 B,.

bCrystal  Ball Collaboration, S. Lowe, SLAC-PUB-4449.
‘Contribution  to 1 prong  mode only.
dAssumes 15% sy.stematic  error on the measured cross

section for e+e- + 27r+2a-.
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Table 3. Published B1 measurements  by the HRS and CELLO
Collaborations.

Experiment/Year Bl (%)
Energy  sLcdt
( GeV) ($1) Reference

HRS 1985 86.9 f 0.2 f 0.3* 29 176 5

HRS 1989 86.4 f 0.3 f 0.3 29 291 7

CELLO 1982 84.0 f 2.0 32-37 - 9

CELLO 1984 85.1 f 2.8 f 1.3 22 2.5 10
85.2 f 2.6 f 1.3 14 1.0

CELLO 1989 84.9 f 0.4 f 0.3 35-37 136 8

* The statistical error on this measurement  was underestimated.

Table 4. Independent  B1 measurements  included  in the current
world avera,ge. The references  are listed in Ref. 11.

Experiment/Year

PLUTO 1985

TASS0 1985

MAC 1985

JADE 1985

DELCO 1986

MARK  II 1986

TPC 1987

HRS 1989

CELLO 1989

.-
Measurement  (%)

87.8 f 1.3 f 3.9

84.7 f 1.1’;:;

86.7 f 0.3 f 0.6

86.1 f 0.5 f 0.9

87.9 f 0.5 f 1.2

87.2 f 0.5 f 0.8

84.7 f 0.8 f 0.6

86.4 f 0.3 f 0.3

84.9 f 0.4 f 0.3

Combined ’
Error Weight

f4.1 .0036

+1.9-1.7 .0187

f0.7 .1238

fl.O .0607

Al.3 .0359

f0.9 .0749

fl.O .0607

f0.4 .3791

f0.5 .2426

Average 86.0 f 0.3
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Table 5. All published  measurements  of the tau lifetime in
units of lo-l3 sec. References  to the experimental data are
listed in Ref. 17.

Combined
Experiment/Year Measurement Error Weight

MARK II 1982 4.6 f 1.9 f1.9 0.0017

MAC 1982 4.9 f 2.0 f2.0 0.0005

CELLO 1983 4 - 7+3.9 +3.9-2.9 -2.9 0.0005
TASS0 1984 3.18t;:;; f 0.56 +0.81 -

-0.94

MAC 1985 3.15 f 0.36 f 0.40 f0.54 0.021

DELCO 1986 2.63 f 0.46 f 0.20 f0.50 0.024

MARK II 1987 2.88 f 0.16 f 0.17 f0.23 0.112

MAC 1987 3.09 f 0.19 f0.19 0.168.L
HRS 1987 2.99 f 0.15 f 0.10 f0.18 0.188

CLEO 1987 3.25 f 0.14 f 0.18 f0.23 0.117

ARGUS 1987 2.95 f 0.14 f 0.11 f0.18 0.192

TASS0 1988 3.06 f 0.20 f 0.14 ho.24 0.102

JADE 1989 3.01 f 0.29 f0.29 0.072

Average 3.027  f 0.078
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Table 6. Measurements  of B1, B, and B, (in %) from experiments
which constrain the sum of measured branching  fractions to be 1. The
average of these  measurements,  the world average values (from Table
2) and their difference are also  git :n.

Experiment I Bl

TPC 84.7 f 0.8 f 0.6 18.4 f 1.2 f 1.0 17.7 f 1.2 f 0.7

MARK  II 86.9 f 1.0 f 0.7 19.1 f 0.8 f 1.1 18.3 f 0.9 f 0.8

CELLO 85.0 f 2.4 f 1.2 18.4 f 0.8 f 0.4 17.7 f 0.8 f 0.4

Average 85.5 f 0.7 18.6 f 0.7 17.9 f 0.6

World Average 86.0 f 0.3 17.7 f 0.4 17.7 f 0.4

Difference -0.5 f 0.8 0.9 f 0.8 0.2 f 0.7

Table 7. Measurements  of B(T- + h- (2 0 neutrals) ur) and B(T- + h-
(21 neutral) ur) (in %) from experiments  which constrain the sum of measured
branching fractions to be 1. Also listed are the average of these  measurements,
values  for these  modes used in the sum of exclusive  1 prong modes (from Table.,.
2), and the difference of these two.

Experiment B(r- -+ h-(2 0 neutrals) ur) B(r- * h-(> 1 neutral) ur)

TPC

MARK  II

CELLO

Average

Table 2 Value

Difference

48.6 f 1.2 f 0.9

49.5 f 1.6 f 1.3

48.9 f 2.1 f 1.0

48.9 f 1.1

< 45.0 f 1.7

> 3.9 f 2.0

-

38.4 f 1.2 f 1.0

36.6 f 1.9 f 0.9

37.8 f 1.3

< 33.1 f 1.7

> 4.7 f 2.1
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
-Fig. 1. Number  of experimental  publications  of tau lifetime or branc.hing  fraction measure-

ments  by year.

Fig. 2. All published  tau 1 prong branching  fraction measurements.  Points with solid symbols
are used in the world average.

Fig- 3. Particle Data  Group average values  for the tau 1 prong topological  branching  fraction.
. -The current  1989 world average (Table 4) is also shown.

Fig. 4. All published  measurements  of B,. B, measurements  are included  by applying the
e - p universality constraint B, = .973B,.

Fig. 5. All published  measurements  of B,. The world average is shown as a vertical bar. The
1987 MARK II measurement  is not used in the world average.

Fig. 6. All published  measurements  of B,. The world average is shown as a vertical bar.

Fig. 7. Sum of the pull distributions for BL, B,, and B,.

Fig. 8. All published  measurements  of rr. The world average is shown as a vertical bar.

Fig. 9. The mean tau decay distance for 3 prong  t-au decays as a function of the number  of
vertex chamber hits shared between tracks. This data is from the HRS experiment  -
(Ref. 19).

Fig. 10. The mean tau decay distance for 3 prong tau decays as a function of the maximum
angle q&j between  any 2 of the 3 decay tracks in the plane perpendicular  to the beam
axis.  This data is from the Mark II experiment  at PEP.
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